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ABSTRACT

DNA assembly is one of the most important foundational technologies for synthetic biology and metabolic engineering.
Since the development of the restriction digestion and ligation method in the early 1970s, a significant amount of effort has
been devoted to developing better DNA assembly methods with higher efficiency, fidelity, and modularity, as well as simpler
and faster protocols. This review will not only summarize the key DNA assembly methods and their recent applications, but
also highlight the innovations in assembly schemes and the challenges in automating the DNA assembly methods.
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INTRODUCTION

In the endeavors of metabolic engineering and synthetic
biology, methods for putting genetic parts together into repli-
cable and expressible DNA molecules are critical to rapid
prototyping of the metabolic pathways or genetic circuits of
interest. Although DNA can be chemically synthesized to a cer-
tain length, construction of larger fragments still relies on en-
zymatic assembly methods (Kosuri and Church, 2014). The first
developed DNA assembly method is the restriction digestion
and ligation method (Cohen et al., 1973), which led to the
biotechnology revolution. Alhough popular, the limitations of
this 40-year-old method restrict our ability of synthesizing com-
plex DNA molecules. Increasingly, complicated DNA construct
design involving multiple genes and intergenic components re-
quires higher efficiency and fidelity in DNA assembly that is be-
yond the capability of the traditional cloning methods based on
restriction digestion and ligation (Cobb et al., 2013). Moreover,
the large size of these DNA constructs makes the selection of
unique restriction sites extremely difficult. Even if restriction
sites could be selected for a specific construct, they would most
likely not be applicable for a different construct, which cripples

the modularity of DNA assembly, a hallmark of synthetic biol-
ogy. Actually, modularity is highly desired in various research
projects. For example, combinatorial pathway library construc-
tion and screening have been demonstrated as an effective ap-
proach for pathway optimization, in which various genetic parts
of similar functions are mixed andmatched to search for partic-
ular combinations that improve themetabolic flux or other traits
(Kim et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013). Similarly, in
genetic circuit design, expedited prototyping requires assembly
of many characterized prefabricated parts (Canton et al., 2008;
Purnick and Weiss, 2009). Therefore, broadly applicable and
highly efficient DNA assembly methods are desirable. Further-
more, to survey a greater range of combinations or designs,
DNA assembly will most likely be performed in large scales
via automation. High-throughput DNA assembly requires robust
and standardized protocols, which necessitates improvements
in assembly methods for even higher efficiency, fidelity, and
modularity.

A number of new DNA assembly methods have been de-
veloped in the past decade. Some of them were built upon
the traditional restriction digestion and ligation method, such
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Figure 1. Key DNA assembly methods.

as the Golden Gate method (Engler et al., 2008), while oth-
ers harness different mechanisms, such as Gibson assembly
(Gibson et al., 2009) and DNA Assembler (Shao and Zhao, 2009).
By changing reaction protocols and linker regions between DNA
parts to be assembled, these new methods have achieved im-
proved efficiency, fidelity, andmodularity, which have simplified
both design and bench-side operation. Based on these methods,
a number of innovations in assembly scheme and the resulting
toolkits have been reported (Shetty et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2012;
Casini et al., 2014a), which opened doors to a wide variety of
applications. One major application with great industrial and
scientific significance is the construction and engineering of
metabolic pathways for production of chemicals and fuels. This
review takes a glance at the state-of-the-art DNA assembly tech-
nologies and focuses on the applications of DNAassemblymeth-
ods for pathway construction and engineering.

KEY DNA ASSEMBLY METHODS

Based on the different assembly mechanisms employed, the
various recently developed key DNA assembly methods can be
divided into four groups, including restriction enzyme-based
methods, in vivo and in vitro sequence homology-based meth-
ods, and bridging oligo-based methods (Fig. 1).

Restriction enzymes-based methods

Restriction digestion and ligation using type II restriction en-
zymes and DNA ligase has been exploited as the standard
cloning technique for about 40 years in molecular biology. A few
improvements have been made based on the original method.
The BioBrick

TM
standard was the first DNA assembly strategy

that allows the sequential assembly of standard biological parts.
It employs iterative cycles of restriction digestion and ligation
reactions to assemble small DNA parts into a large DNA con-
struct (Smolke, 2009; Sarrion-Perdigones et al., 2011). Each DNA
part is flanked by EcoRI andXbaI restriction sites in the upstream
end and by SpeI and PstI restriction sites in the downstream
end. XbaI and SpeI are isocaudamers that generate two com-
patible sticky ends. Once ligated, the newly generated scar se-
quence (ACTAGA) between the two DNA parts is different from
both original sites and therefore cannot be cut in subsequent
digestions with either XbaI or SpeI. On the other end of the
inserted fragment, EcoRI is restored, while a new XbaI site is
introduced. Hence, the insertion can be repeated. The original
BioBrick

TM
design had two extra nucleotides besides the natu-

ral 6-nucleotide scar which hampers its application in protein
fusion as it creates frameshifts and premature stop codons. Im-
proved revisions of this method have been developed to ad-
dress this issue by starting with two standards specifically de-
signed to assist assembly of fusion proteins (Phillips and Silver,
2006; Grünberg et al., 2009). A smaller 6-nucleotide scar sequence
(ACTAGA) encoding threonine-arginine is generated in each
conjunction, which eliminates open reading frameshifts and
stop codons. More recently, a modified standard called BglBrick
(Anderson et al., 2010) was reported. It addresses some key prob-
lems associatedwith the original BioBrick

TM
standards. The DNA

parts are flanked by restriction sites ofmore efficient andmethy-
lation insensitive enzymes: BglII and BamHI. The scar sequence
(GGATCT) encodes glycine-serine so that it is also suitable for
protein fusion applications.

The Golden Gate method (Engler et al., 2008, 2009) relies on
type IIs restriction enzymes, which are able to cleave DNA out-
side of their recognition site and produce an overhang of four
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arbitrary nucleotides (if the most popular BsaI is used). When
designed properly, two digested fragments can be ligated to gen-
erate a product lacking the original restriction sites. Thismethod
also allows restriction digestion and ligation cycling in a one-
pot reaction at 37 and 16 ◦C, which can greatly increase the effi-
ciency, driving the reaction to completion. Notwithstanding, it is
not suitable to assemble long DNA constructs due to the lack of
unique restriction enzymes. However, an improvement has been
made on BasI-based Golden Gate method, which uses SapI with
a rarer cut site than BasI (Whitman et al., 2013). Another method
termed methylation-assisted tailorable ends rational (MASTER)
uses endonuclease MspJI which specifically recognizes methy-
lated 4-bp sites, mCNNR (R = A or G), and generates a 4-bp ar-
bitrary overhang like type IIs endonucleases (Chen et al., 2013).
As it avoids cuts on corresponding type IIs sites within the frag-
ments as in the Golden Gate method, the MASTER method is
more suitable for assembling large DNA constructs. However, it
requires expensivemethylated primers and PCR amplification of
parts which may introduce errors for long parts.

Although restriction enzyme-based methods are able to as-
semble multiple DNA parts into relatively large constructs, all
DNA parts are required to be free of the restriction sites used in
the assembly. Even though such sites can be removed by site-
directed mutagenesis prior to assembly, it would require extra
effort and cost to do so. Furthermore, restriction enzyme-based
methods rely on annealing of short sticky ends that may have
limited affinity and specificity when assembling multiple DNA
parts in one pot.

Sequence homology-based methods: in vitro

Sequence homology-based methods usually utilize longer ar-
bitrary overlapping regions between parts, which prevents the
same issues as with restriction enzyme methods. Both in vitro
and in vivo sequence homology-based methods have been de-
veloped.

Overlap extension polymerase chain reaction (OE-PCR) en-
ables scarless assembly of DNA parts (Horton et al., 1989). Basic
DNA parts are first amplified in separate PCRs with homologous
ends between them. With the corresponding homologous re-
gions, theseDNAparts can anneal to each other and be extended
by DNA polymerase in the second round of PCR to yield spliced
DNAmolecules. The resulting larger DNA fragments can then be
inserted into plasmids using the restriction digestion and liga-
tion method. To improve the efficiency of annealing, special GC-
rich overlap sequences are designed to mediate reliable fusion
PCR (Cha-aim et al., 2009). Recently, one method named circular
polymerase extension cloning (CPEC) (Quan and Tian, 2009) was
developed allowing assembly of multiple inserts with any vector
in a one-step OE-PCR. With extended homologous regions, the
fusedDNAmolecules circularizewith a nick in each strand. After
transformation, host Escherichia coli fixes the nicks to form intact
vectors. Furthermore, it was shown that nonlinearized vectors
can be used as templates for extension followed by DpnI diges-
tion to eliminate the original plasmids (Bryksin andMatsumura,
2010).

In another sequence homology-based in vitro DNA assem-
bly method called SLIC (sequence and ligation-independent
cloning), recombination intermediates generated in vitro are
transformed into cells. Endogenous DNA repair machinery was
utilized to finish the repair and generate recombinant DNA
molecules (Li and Elledge, 2007). The 3′ ends of the linearized
vector and the overlap regions of the inserts are chewed back
by T4 DNA polymerase in the absence of dNTPs and left as

single stranded. Subsequently, the RecA protein and ATP are
used to promote recombination before being used to transform
E. coli. The gaps are also fixed by host E. coli in vivo. A follow-
up method named SLiCE (Seamless Ligation Cloning Extract)
(Zhang et al., 2012) uses inexpensive E. coli cell extracts to drive
homology-mediated DNA assembly, which significantly reduces
the cost. A disadvantage of this strategy is that the length of
single-strand overlaps is not very controllable in the chew-back
reaction. A modified method is called uracil-specific excision
reagent cloning (USER) (Smith et al., 1993; Nour-Eldin et al., 2010).
A single deoxyuridine residue is included in each primer in the
PCR. The PCR products and the vector backbone are then ex-
cised by uracil DNA glycosylase and DNA glycosylase-lyase Endo
VIII to produce 3′ overhangs. The deoxyuridine residues intro-
duced in this method, however, significantly increase the cost
of primers.

Similar to SLIC, the Gibson assembly method
(Gibson et al., 2009) utilizes T5 exonuclease to chew back
the 5′ ends to generate single-stranded complementary over-
hangs which are joined together covalently by fusion DNA
polymerase and Taq DNA ligase. In a one-step isothermal in
vitro reaction at 50 ◦C, the fragments can be assembled into
a single circular DNA molecule. Similar to USER, Wang et al.
(2013) developed a method termed nicking endonucleases for
LIC (NE-LIC), in which nicking endonucleases (NEases) are
exploited to generate overhangs of controlled lengths, although
the NEase recognition sites are left as a scar. Notably, both
Gibson assembly and NE-LIC feature an in vitro ligation reaction
which was found to increase the efficiency of DNA assembly.

Colloms et al. (2013) reported a method named serine inte-
grase recombinational assembly (SIRA). SIRA takes advantage
of the recombination machinery of φC31 integrase from phage.
φC31 cuts at attP and attB sites and rejoins the exchanged half
sites to form new attL and attR sites in vitro. By the addition of
phage recombination directionality protein, the reaction can be
reversed which allows removal of recombined fragments. This
unique feature of SIRA allows future editing of the DNA con-
structs.

In addition to these methods, two well-known commercial
kits are available for plasmid construction. One kit is In-Fusion

TM

(Clontech), which is a proprietary version of the ‘chew back and
anneal’ method to directionally clone one or more fragments
into any vector. PCR-generated or vector-linearized DNA frag-
ments with a 15-bp sequence overlap at their ends can be as-
sembled in a fast and efficientway. Another kit is Gateway

TM
(Life

Technologies), which utilizes a specific recombinase to mediate
the recombination of specific overlap sequences. This method
allows fast and efficient cloning of single genes into flexible vec-
tors but is not suitable for assembly of large DNAs due to the
remaining same sequences at each junction.

Sequence homology-based methods: in vivo

Homologous recombination occurs naturally in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae with high efficiency and fidelity, which was exploited
by Gibson et al. (2008a) to construct the Mycoplasma genitalium
genome by assembling 25 DNA fragments and by Shao et al.
(2009) to construct a large pathway by assembling multiple frag-
ments nearly at the same time. In themethod developed by Shao
et al., or so-called DNA Assembler, all DNA parts to be assem-
bled can be obtained either from PCR amplification or restriction
digestion with homologous arms between neighboring parts in
the pathway. All the linear DNA parts are directly transformed
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Figure 2. Improved in vivo sequence homology-based DNA assembly methods in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (a) In Wingler and co-workers’ method (Wingler and Cornish,
2011), Type A and Type B are alternated in the series of donor plasmids harboring the fragments to be assembled. The homing endonuclease coded by the donor
plasmid specifically cuts the integration site on the genome to promote integration of the next fragment. The markers are reused in turns to guarantee that the
corresponding fragments are successfully appended. Mod represents modulo operation. ‘H. Arm’ represents homologous arms. (b) In Kuijpers and co-workers’ method

(Kuijpers et al. 2013), the yeast replicon and marker fragments on the vector backbone are separated to reduce the likelihood of generating false positives.

into S. cerevisiae. Circular plasmids are then constructed by its
endogenous homologous recombination machinery.

With a similar mechanism, DNA assembly was also
performed in other organisms such as Bacillus subtilis
(Yonemura et al., 2007; Itaya et al., 2008) and certain plants
(Zhu et al., 2008; Farre et al., 2012). Recently, a promising direct
DNA cloning method in E. coli was reported by Fu et al. (2012;
Zhang et al., 2000). Based on the discovery that the full-length
Rac prophage proteins RecE and RecT facilitate highly efficient
homologous recombination between two linear DNA molecules
in E. coli, digested or sheared DNA was transformed together
with PCR-amplified vector containing terminal homology
arms into the host which over-expressed full-length RecET
promoting formation of an intact vector. Using this strategy,
ten megasynthetase gene clusters from 10 to 52 kb were cloned
into expression vectors.

Bridging oligo-based methods

Different from sequence homology-basedmethods, De Kok et al.
(2014) developed a DNA assembly method based on ligase cy-
cling reaction (LCR). Single-stranded bridging oligos are de-
signed to be complementary to two ends of neighboring DNA
parts. Based on a one-step DNA assembly method named chain
reaction cloning (Pachuk et al., 2000), the assembly conditions
were systematically optimized. DNA parts to be assembled via
LCR were amplified using 5′-phosphorylated primers. During
the reaction, the double-stranded DNA parts are denatured at
a high temperature, and then the upper (or lower) strands from
the two parts to be adjoined anneal with the bridging oligo at
a lower temperature and are subsequently joined scarlessly by
thermostable ligase via a phosphodiester bond. In following cy-
cles, the ligated strand serves as the template to assemble the
complementary strands. By running multiple thermal cycles,
linear DNA parts can be assembled into circular DNA constructs
and then transformed into E. coli competent cells for ampli-

fication. By comparing this method with other available scar-
less and sequence-independent DNAassemblymethods, the au-
thors found that LCR method with optimized conditions had
similar fidelity with yeast homologous recombination when as-
sembling up to 12 DNA parts, whereas CPEC and Gibson isother-
mal assembly had lower fidelity under the same conditions.

INNOVATIONS IN DNA ASSEMBLY SCHEMES

Besides the reaction mechanisms, the scheme by which DNA
parts are put together greatly affects the quality and simplicity
of assembly. Building multifragment pathways is usually prob-
lematic regardless of the method. In sequence homology-based
methods, unexpected homology between fragments and non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) will yield mis-assembled prod-
ucts. As usually the selection after assembly only determines
whether the vector is present and replicable, there is no guar-
antee that each fragment is correctly assembled. It is common
to find fragments omitted or swapped.Wingler and Cornish pro-
posed an iterative integration scheme (Fig. 2) to ensure the incor-
poration of each fragment (Wingler and Cornish, 2011). The frag-
ments are inserted into two types of serial donor plasmids: Type
AwithHoming Endonuclease 1, Recognition Site 2, andMarker 1;
and Type Bwith Homing Endonuclease 2, Recognition Site 1, and
Marker 2. Type A and B alternate in that series, inwhich the plas-
mids have homologous regions that can be linked head-to-tail.
When the host is cured with the first donor (Type A), recognition
site 1 on the host genome is cut, which facilitates integration
of a part of the donor containing the first fragment, Marker 1,
and Recognition Site 2 and replaces Marker 2 and Recognition
Site 1 on the genome. Then the host is selected against Marker
1. Similarly, when the host is cured with the second donor (Type
B), the host is changed back to Marker 2 and selected accord-
ingly. The subsequent fragments are integrated in the sameway.
This work innovatively employed alternating markers to apply
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selective pressure for each fragment. However, the increased fi-
delity comes at a cost of time.

Sequential assembly is obviously less appealing over one-
step assembly of multiple fragments if the required level of
fidelity and efficiency could be reached. However, highly accu-
rate and efficient one-step assembly is not easy to accomplish
and requires additional engineering. In the in vivo homologous
recombination-based assembly methods, NHEJ of the linearized
vectors contributes to most of the false positives. One solution
could be to introduce a counter-selective marker at the cloning
site (Anderson and Haj-Ahmad, 2003). In order to survive, the
host must have the counter-selective marker replaced by the
designated inserts. To further minimize this problem, separat-
ing the essential elements on the vector, selection marker and
episome has been proposed (Kuijpers et al., 2013). As the host or-
ganism needs at least 2 NHEJs to incorporate both elements, the
probability of false positives was greatly reduced. With this new
scheme, nine fragments were assembled by 60-bp overlapping
regions with a correct yield of 95%.

Most of the DNA assembly methods rely on overlapping
linker sequences, no matter short or long, shared between ad-
jacent fragments. The linkers in some of the methods can
be customized, which leaves freedom for further optimization.
Liang et al. (2013) have optimized the 4-bp linkers for synthesiz-
ing customized recombinant transcription activator-like effec-
tors (TALEs) with the Golden Gate method. TALEs are proteins
that can target DNA sequences with specifically ordered cen-
tral repeat domains (CRDs). Each CRD recognizes one nucleotide.
Linkers with higher efficiency were selected by experiment.
With these selected linkers, 13 fragments or DNA sequences
coding for up to 31 CRDs were ligated together with a nucle-
ase domain in one step. Without picking single colonies, 96%
of the assembled TALE nucleases were found to be functional.
Nonfunctional ones were sequenced and found to be correctly
assembled too.With the improved efficiency and fidelity brought
by the optimized linkers, colony picking could be avoided, which
made this process much more automation-friendly compared
with a closely related approach (Kim et al., 2013).

Building genetic circuits usually involves multiple design-
built-test cycles, inwhich rapid prototyping is desired. Sequence
homology-based methods such as the Gibson assembly method
allow assembly of multiple standardized genetic parts in one
step. However, as the DNA molecules coding for these circuits
are likely to be highly repetitive, sequence homology-based
methods will suffer from low efficiency andmis-assembly. Thus
synthetic linkers that are unique for each fragment should be
used instead of the endogenous sequences to ensure the com-
plementary single-stranded ends of the fragments to anneal
as designed. Moreover, the use of predefined sets of synthetic
linkersmodularizes the sequence homology-based assembly. As
there is full freedom in designing the synthetic linkers, more
parameters can be taken into consideration to further improve
the efficiency and fidelity. Due to the large number of possible
candidates, 4n, where is the number of base pairs in the link-
ers, computational approaches are usually preferred. A few algo-
rithms have been implemented to generate the optimal orthog-
onal set of synthetic linker sequences. Most of these algorithms
screens a large number of random oligo nucleotide sequences
of a certain length. Although different thresholds are used, the
screens commonly applied include: 1) orthogonality among the
oligo sequences; 2) homology against host genomes; 3) melting
temperature; 4) GC content and distribution; and 5) likelihood
of forming hairpins and primer dimers. Using computationally
designed linkers, it was possible to assemble over 30 parts with

above 10% fidelity (Guye et al., 2013). Another work reached c.
85% fidelity when assembling five fragments with c. 80% iden-
tity (Torella et al., 2013). R2oDNA Designer is an online compu-
tational tool for designing the optimized linker set for Gibson
assembly or similar methods (Casini et al.,2014). It was shown
that designed linkers yielded an improved assembly efficiency
compared to the conventional method (Casini et al., 2014).

On the other hand, the synthetic biology community keeps
making great progress in standardization of assembly schemes
with characterized genetic parts. Owing to the modularity of
BioBrick

TM
standard and the contributions of the community,

thousands of standard parts are available in the growing pub-
lic registry (Partregistry, 2014), which have greatly facilitated
rapid construction of gene circuits and beyond (Smolke, 2009;
McLennan, 2012; Partregistry, 2014). Xu et al. (2012) developed
ePathBrick, that is, a number of Biobrick

TM
vectors carrying char-

acterized regulatory signal elements, which allows combinato-
rial assembly of promoters, ribosome binding sites (RBS), and
terminators for fine tuning of gene expressions in pathways.
ePathBrick vectors contain four isocaudomers that are compat-
ible with the BioBrick

TM
standard, adding a fine-tuning toolkit to

the growing BioBrick
TM

part collection. Toolkits based on Golden
Gate method, such as MoClo (Weber et al., 2011) and Golden-
Braid (Sarrion-Perdigones et al., 2011) have also been developed
for modular assembly of large pathways. Due to the nature of
Golden Gate assembly, these kits allow rapid construction of
multiple parts in one pot. With these standardized parts, re-
searchers will be able to test their designs by quickly assembling
without ‘remachining’ them to fit each other.

SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS

Althoughmost of the above-mentioned DNA assembly methods
were developed in the past few years, there are already many
successful applications. For example, one application of theDNA
assembly methods is to discover novel natural products. Acti-
vation of cryptic or silent gene clusters encoding biosynthesis
of natural products is usually difficult but is an important way
to discover novel natural products. Recently, Shao et al. (2013)
developed a novel plug-and-play strategy for natural product
discovery in which a set of constitutive promoters, which were
proven functional in the target expression host, were assembled
upstream of each pathway gene to refactor silent biosynthetic
pathways. With this strategy, a silent spectinabilin pathway
from Streptomyces orinoci was successfully activated. Similarly, a
cryptic polycyclic tetramate macrolactams (PTMs) biosynthetic
gene cluster from Streptomyces griseuswas successfully activated
and three new PTMs were discovered (Luo et al., 2013).

Another application of the DNA assembly methods is to de-
sign and characterize gene circuits, which can not only help
researchers gain better understanding of intracellular (Elowitz
and Leibler, 2000; Atkinson et al., 2003) and intercellular (Bul-
ter et al., 2004; Chen and Weiss, 2005; Wang et al., 2008) regu-
latory machineries but also have a wide range of potential ap-
plications (Wall et al., 2004; Purnick and Weiss, 2009). The rapid
development of gene circuits should be attributed to the con-
sistent effort in standardization of genetic parts and devices
(Canton et al., 2008; Shetty et al., 2008). As discussed earlier,
BioBrick

TM
parts can be readily assembled like Legos for proto-

typing of gene circuits, however, the sequential nature of the
BioBrick standard would be time consuming if multiple parts
are assembled. The Gibson assembly method allows one-pot as-
sembly of multiple pieces of DNA regardless of restriction site
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availability. Using synthetic linkers, high-throughput isothermal
assembly of complex gene circuits of up to 33 parts was made
possible (Guye et al., 2013; Torella et al., 2013).

A third application of the DNA assembly methods is to syn-
thesize genomes. The J. Craig Venter Institute synthesized a
583 kb M. genitalium genome by a combination of in vitro en-
zymatic and in vivo homologous recombination-based methods
(Gibson et al., 2008). In the early stage, in vitro recombination
method was utilized to assemble 25 DNA cassettes with an aver-
age length of 24 kb to eight 72 kb assemblies and subsequently
assembled into four 144 kb assemblies. It was found that the ef-
ficiency of in vitro procedure declined as the assemblies became
larger and the half-genome in size of 290 kb each was unable to
be assembled. Therefore the in vivo S. cerevisiae recombination
method was exploited to complete the final whole genome as-
sembly. In the meantime, it was also found possible to directly
assemble 25 DNA cassettes from the earliest stages into a com-
plete genome in a single step by in vivo recombination in S. cere-
visiae (Gibson et al., 2008). Two years later, aM. mycoides cell con-
trolled by the chemically synthesized genome was created and
exhibited the in silico designed phenotype (Gibson et al., 2010
). The 16.3 kb mouse mitochondrial genome was also assem-
bled via in vitro isothermal recombination method from 600
DNA pieces with 60 bp overlaps (Gibson et al., 2010). Very re-
cently, a full designer S. cerevisiae chromosome was synthesized
(Annaluru et al., 2014). These successes are excellent demonstra-
tions of the power of modern DNA assembly methods.

Another very important application of the DNA assembly
methods is pathway optimization for metabolic engineering.
DNA Assembler is an outstanding pathway optimization tool,
especially in S. cerevisiae. Du et al. (2012) developed a sim-
ple and efficient strategy for multigene pathway optimiza-
tion strategy termed customized optimization of metabolic
pathways by combinatorial transcriptional engineering (COM-
PACTER) (Yuan et al., 2013). In this strategy, a library of promoters
with varying strengthswere used for each of the structural genes
in either the xylose-utilizing pathway or the cellobiose-utilizing
pathway and assembled together with the corresponding struc-
tural genes and terminators to generate a library of xylose- or
cellobiose-utilizing pathways. Using a cell growth-based high-
throughput screening strategy, a heterologous xylose-utilizing
pathway with high efficiency and a heterologous cellobiose-
utilizing pathway with the highest reported efficiency for both
laboratory and industrial S. cerevisiae strains were isolated.
The heterologous cellobiose-utilizing pathway was further op-
timized through directed evolution (Yuan and Zhao, 2013).
Similar to COMPACTER, error-prone PCR-generated promoter
mutants were assembled with corresponding genes by DNA As-
sembler to create the first round pathway library. Another path-
way library was created based on the best pathwaymutant from
the first round and screened again. This iterative process was
continued until no further improvement was observed. After
three rounds of screening, the final industrial S. cerevisiae strain
showed sixfold higher cellobiose consumption rate and ethanol
productivity. Also using DNA Assembler, Eriksen et al. (2013) im-
proved the cellobiose pathway by simultaneous directed evo-
lution of cellodextrin transporter and β-glucosidase. Kim et al.
(2013) developed a combinatorial pathway engineering approach
to rapidly create/screen a highly efficient xylose-utilizing path-
way in S. cerevisiae. A total of 20 xylose reductase homologues, 22
xylitol dehydrogenase homologues, and 19 xylulose homologues
were cloned from different organisms. Using DNA assembler,
the homologue libraries were first inserted into three different
helper plasmids containing three pairs of promoters and termi-

nators accordingly to generate expression cassettes. These cas-
settes were then PCR-amplified and assembled by DNA Assem-
bler to create the xylose pathway library. The optimized pathway
was then identified by rapid growth-based screening (Fig. 3).

As in gene circuit design, characterized prefabricated DNA
parts can also accelerate the pathway optimization process.
ePathBrick is a pathway fine-tuning toolkit compatible with
BioBrick

TM
standard, which was recently used to optimize the

fatty acid biosynthetic pathway in E. coli (Xu et al., 2013). The
pathway was first engineered by gene knockout and over-
expressions of a number of FAS related genes. Then, the entire
pathway was divided to three modules: glycolysis (GLY), acetyl-
CoA activation (ACA), and FAS. GLY, ACA, and FAS modules were
assembled to five ePathBrick vectors with different copy num-
bers and promoter strengths. Eventually, the engineered strain
achieved the highest fatty acid productivity ever reported. Also
following BioBrick

TM
standard, a seven gene carotenoid biosyn-

thetic pathway was fine-tuned by spanning the expression
space with computationally designed RBS of various strengths
(Salis et al., 2009; Zelcbuch et al., 2013). The RBS libraries were
randomly assembled with the genes in the BioBrick

TM
iterative

cloning process. After screening, an astaxanthin yield of four-
fold higher than previously reported was achieved.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Over the past decade, DNA assembly technologies have made
great advances. Most researchers of the synthetic biology and
metabolic engineering community have adopted and benefited
from these advances (Kahl and Endy, 2013). Nevertheless, there
are still many challenges to overcome. The assembly quality still
depends on the fragment sequences, while the efficiency and fi-
delity still need to be improved. High failure rate makes DNA
assembly time and labor consuming. There is also room for the
modularity to improve as well. Ideally, we should be able to ‘bolt
on’ genetic parts with standard ‘fasteners’ and ‘adaptors’ with-
out too much concern about compatibility.

Automated design will undoubtedly have broader applica-
tions (Ellis et al., 2011; MacDonald et al., 2011). Besides sim-
ple computer aided design tools for drawing the maps for one
or several constructs, more high-throughput design tools will
soon become available due to the needs in combinatorial assem-
bly and multiplex genome engineering. Moreover, these high-
throughput tools should be able to generate primer sequences
according to the assembly methods and schemes as well as to
interface with robotic liquid handlers in order to set up PCR and
assembly reaction systems automatically. j5, a software pack-
age developed by the Joint BioEnergy Institute can help mass-
process thousands of assemblies and generate the primer se-
quences for a number of commonly used assembly methods
(Hillson et al., 2012). j5 can also generate the control files for au-
tomated liquid handlers to set up PCRs. By the same group, a
cross-platform language has been proposed to simplify the pro-
gramming of liquid handlers (Linshiz et al., 2013). As it is diffi-
cult for a generalized algorithm to fulfill all research purposes,
specialized tools are also necessary. Liang et al. (2013) developed
a high-throughput TALE synthesis platform. The computational
tool in this work generated liquid handler control files based on
the target binding sequences for setting up assembly reactions
automatically.

With the development of laboratory automation devices,
there is a potential to extend the level of automation in the
assembly process. Most up-to-date robotic liquid handlers are
able to carry out relatively accurate pipetting and transportation
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Figure 3. Schematic of three applications based on in vivo DNA assembler method. (a) Promoter libraries are generated by error-prone PCR and assembled in front of
each gene in the pathway. (b) For each enzyme in the pathway, homologous genes from various microorganisms are cloned and are flanked by the arms homologous

to their neighboring promoters and terminators. All expression cassettes are then assembled using the DNA assembler method. (c) All enzymes in the pathway are
mutated via error-prone PCR to generate mutant libraries and are flanked by the arms homologous to their neighboring promoters and terminators. These expression
cassettes are then assembled using the DNA assembler method.

of labware (Kong et al., 2012). Some of the more complex plat-
forms integrate temperature control units, shakers, and detec-
tion devices on board. Thus cherry-picking genetic parts, adding
reagents, incubation, or even thermocycling could be readily au-
tomated, while steps after assembly reactions still have barri-
ers to be fully automated. In this type of biofabrication line, any
procedure that requires large amount of human intervention
would be a throughput bottleneck. With the increasing needs,
full automation of the assembly process may become the next
game-changing technology. In the postassembly steps, colony
picking especially, even if automated by colony picker and petri
dish handlers, would still significantly lower the throughput
of the whole process. The best scenario is when the assem-
bly has enough fidelity that colony picking could be avoided.
Although some DNA constructs can be verified by functional
assays, lack of low-cost DNA analyzing devices still remains a
technical hurdle. Application of microfluidics in molecular bi-
ology has made promising advances which may turn out to be
the enabling technologies for high-throughput DNA assembly
confirmation (Mueller et al., 2000; Dorfman et al., 2013). Taking
advantage of high-throughput capillary electrophoresis, a cost-
effective method for verification of DNA constructs has been re-
ported (Dharmadi et al., 2014). With the decreasing cost of DNA
sequencing (Shendure and Ji, 2008; Clarke et al., 2009), it may
also become practical to directly sequence all assembled DNA
molecules in the future. Further in the future, de novo syn-
thesis of large DNA fragments may also be more affordable
(Goldberg, 2013). De novo synthesis can help prefabricate DNA
fragments with necessary linkers or mutations that make the
downstream assembly easier. We envision that DNA assembly
will soon become a cost-effective service provided by special-
ized corporations that handle orders on fully automated bio-
assembly lines. By this way, synthetic biologists and metabolic
engineers can focus more on designing and testing their ideas
instead of the problematic assembly process of DNA molecules.
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